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Social integration is the use of social 

media to maximise the effect of a livestream. 

This document provides you with ideas and a 

case study from Berghaus. Enjoy! 

What’s 

this?
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01
about us
Check out this section for a quick hello.

03
case study
We do lots of social integration but this is 

just about Berghaus. 

02
social integration 
This is an introduction to social integration 

and what we can do for you.

04
results
It’s no good doing the work if you can’t 

prove it was worthwhile.
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Well hi there, thanks for taking the time to check us out. In short we’re a full service, livestream provider. But what does 

that mean? We can do everything from creating a scoring system for your competition to producing a week long series of 

broadcasts from your event or filming content to play during your townhall. 

Based out of Sheffield our first streams were all climbing events; building up over three years from a local competition to 

the national championships for the BBC and international streams from multiple venues at once. There will always be a 

special place in our hearts for climbing but we have now added corporate events, trade shows and other sports to our 

belts. 

We’re a group of awesome humans (don’t take our word for it, just ask our clients) with specialties in technology, 

marketing, production and camera work. Our small but carefully formed team will ensure your project looks and sounds 

incredible. Living by the mantra of ‘improving lives’ your producer will immerse themselves in your brand and event to 

bring your audience the very best of you.

Who are Technative… 
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our vision

To enhance, engage and excite 

through creative content and 

bespoke installations. 

To improve lives through our 

work. We’re not curing cancer 

but we hope we can improve 

your day by giving you easier to 

use equipment, an engaging 

show or just someone nice to 

work with.

our mission

A small Sheffield based team 

who livestream everything from 

graduations to sporting events, 

and create bespoke commercial 

audio visual installs.

our profile



Some 

Options.
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Facebook livestream. Instagram stories. 

Twitter campaign.

Pre-show content 

custom replay wipe which features a 

hashtag to be used across social. replays 

sent to social

replay sponsorship

Social Integration in its most basic form is ensuring your viewers can 

interact with the commentary team by placing key tweets or posts on the 

screen. This is done with some complex wizardry by our technical team 

whilst the social media kids feed them the best content. 

Those kids (don’t worry they’re actually adults) can also produce content 

for your channels throughout the show and in the lead up, post exclusive 

replays and chat to viewers throughout the broadcast to ensure your 

audience stay tuned in. 

users posts used onscreen during the 

show.

onscreen engagement



What if I’m not livestreaming sport? Never 

fear. Social integration is for everyone. The 

key is to know your goals; then we can help 

achieve them. Running a townhall for your 

business? Why not allow questions to be 

asked using internal or external chat 

facilities and show the questions on screen, 

or create a live text  commentary of key 

points. Holding a show? Try sending 

important pictures to a social platform to 

excite the public to attend next year and 

short snippets of the livestream captured 

using our ‘replay’ software.

Enjoy the possibilities! 



Berghaus.
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July
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We arranged for Berghaus to be the title sponsor of the 

British Bouldering Championships in 2017. This was 

largely to pay for the livestream as the event organizer 

didn’t have the budget for the stream they wanted. Part 

of our offer to them was to provide social integration; 

they tasked us with increasing impressions and 

engagement. We came up with a package which 

included running a competition, making a replay 

hashtag and sting, channel takeovers and much more.

british bouldering championships 
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Facebook livestream. Instagram stories. 

Twitter campaign.

Pre-show content 

custom replay wipe which featured a 

hashtag to be used across social. replays 

sent to social. competition 

replay sponsorship

users posts sent used onscreen during the 

show.

onscreen engagement

streamed across two Facebook channels 

and YouTube. 

multi-platform stream



The results.
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live

reach

30k

live
views

1926

countries
watched

75

likes
during 2min show

23
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28%

Berghaus have a growing 

world market 

4%

Scotland England Rest of World Wales

9%

56%

The facebook mini video 

was watched around the 

world but England 

dominated.
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impressions

on the day

175k

link
clicks

689

likes
during event

656

retweets

on the day

710
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BBC’s

Goal achieved for the 

event!



All top tweets/posts for July on 

berghaus accounts used this 

hashtag

#berghausreplay
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live

reach

530k

views
on two pages

100k

reactions
during show

3371

likes
during show

2364
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54%Male viewers. 

46%Female viewers. 
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impressions

during event

157k

comments
on posts

359

new followers
during event

127

likes
during event

5822
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facebook – two 

channels. Extreme and 

Iloveclimbing

74%

21% youtube –

teamBMC channel

5% other – finals 

featured on a number of 

external websites



Thanks for all your hard work. We had 

strong coverage over all platforms.

david gibbins - berghaus



thank you.


